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For inflation produced by a single scalar field, during the slow-roll 
phase, the kinetic energy of the field is negligible and the potential 
is nearly constant:

This gives rise to a (quasi-) de Sitter phase:

The perturbations in the field are proportional to the value of the 
Hubble parameter at the time of horizon crossing:
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Hubble parameter at the time of horizon crossing:

Since V(φ) is not actually constant, but slowly-varying, we expect a 
weak dependence of the amplitude of the perturbations on the 
wavenumber

If the perturbations were originated from the dynamics of a 
scalar field the spectrum should not be exactly scale invariant 
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HZ spectrumHZ spectrum

Inflation predicts                 butInflation predicts                 but

A major point to clarify is if HZ’s A major point to clarify is if HZ’s n=1 n=1 is 
ruled out from currrent observations or not.

1≠n1≈n

ruled out from currrent observations or not.

If             this would provide an indication If             this would provide an indication 
for the dynamical evolution as perturbation for the dynamical evolution as perturbation 
are being producedare being produced

1≠n
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Komatsu, E., et.al (2010)



Sudden ReionizationSudden Reionization

As we don’t know precisely the details of the As we don’t know precisely the details of the 
reionization history we should consider more reionization history we should consider more 
general reionization scenariosgeneral reionization scenarios

CAMB Notes, Antony Lewis



MH’s ReionizationMH’s Reionization

FollowingFollowing MortonsonMortonson & & HuHu wewe can can parametrizeparametrize the the 
reionizationreionization historyhistory asas a free a free functionfunction ofof the the redshiftredshift
byby decomposingdecomposing the free electron the free electron fractionfraction asas

The The principalprincipal componentscomponents SSµµ (z) are the (z) are the eigenfunctionseigenfunctions
ofof the Fisher the Fisher matrixmatrix ofof anan idealideal, , cosmiccosmic variancevariance limitedlimited, , 
experimentexperiment. . 

mmµµ are the are the amplitudesamplitudes ofof the Sthe Sµµ (z) (z) 

xxfid (z) (z) isis the WMAP the WMAP fiducialfiducial modelmodel at at whichwhich the FM the FM isis
computedcomputed

M. J. Mortonson and W. Hu ApJ 686, L53 (2008)



MH’s ReionizationMH’s Reionization



ResultsResults

CMB All = WMAP7+ BICEP+QUAD+ACBARCMB All = WMAP7+ BICEP+QUAD+ACBAR
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Optical DepthOptical Depth

It is interesting to consider the constraints on the optical It is interesting to consider the constraints on the optical 
depth, derived by integrating xe(z) depth, derived by integrating xe(z) 

WMAP7 aloneWMAP7 aloneWMAP7 aloneWMAP7 alone

CMB allCMB all

CMB all + BAOCMB all + BAO



Cosmology with HZ’s n=1?Cosmology with HZ’s n=1?
MH reionizationMH reionization

WMAP7, n parameter
WMAP7, n=1
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ConclusionConclusion
Inflation predicts                  but              Inflation predicts                  but              

WMAP7 dataWMAP7 data

butbut assuming Sudden Reionizationassuming Sudden Reionization

1≅n

)%68(014.0963.0 CLn ±=

1≠n

A modified Reionization history weakens the A modified Reionization history weakens the 
bound on the spectral indexbound on the spectral index

Assuming an HZ primordial spectrum and a Assuming an HZ primordial spectrum and a 
modified Reionization lead a viable cosmologymodified Reionization lead a viable cosmology


